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When you think back over the millions of memories you have

made across your years as a human being, which ones stand

out for you the most? Which memories stand out for you the

most vividly? And which memories feel like they happened

yesterday? Maybe it is one of your most embarrassing

moments at school? Maybe it is your wedding day? Or the

first time you successfully rode a bicycle? These kinds of

memories stay with us for a lifetime and are vividly edged

into our minds.

The question we are asking and trying to understand is why

these memories are so powerful and vivid? What makes these

memories so powerful in our minds? What happened when

they were formed that makes them different from any other

memory? If we can understand this, it brings us one step

closer towards understanding memory and learning works

and how to optimise the process.

You might think of a memory as a story of something that

happened in the past, but that is not really how it works.

Introduction to Memory

and Learning

Physical Sensation

Age

Time of year

Emotional feeling

A memory is a collection of multiple

elements



Your brain combines this into a single narrative of a moment

in your life creatively reimagining the moment.

But how exactly are these memories made? And most

importantly, how can we utilise this information to improve a

learner's experience and improve retention?

How do we recognize things?

When a pattern representing a sight, smell, or other sensory

input from some real-world object or person has been

encountered before, it's helpful to be able to pair that new

perception with whatever happened last time. This is

recognition. The first step toward memory. Without it, you'd

still have taste to guide you towards strawberries and away

from animal dung, for example, but you'd have to try each

type of food over and over again, all your life... you'd never

learn to avoid tigers and to trust friends.

Many neuroscientists divide recognition

into 2 processes:

You're caught between the 2 every time you see a face you

recognize but don't know why: It's familiar to you, but it's only

later when you can put a name to a face that you can say

you truly recognize the person.

When we show up to the present moment with all of our

senses, we invite the world to fill us with joy. The pains of the

past are behind us. The future has yet to unfold. But the now

is full of beauty simply waiting for our attention.



HOW DOES THE BRAIN

STORE MEMORIES?



The 4 Phases of Memory

So how does the brain form and store memories? By

understanding this question, it allows us to find out more

about what the brain prioritizes during this process. And if we

can understand how it prioritizes these memories then we

could potentially inject more of this secret sauce into our

own learning initiatives and optimize learning retention. To

better understand this secret sauce, let's have a look at how

the brain forms memories. 



Combined with consolidation. In

this phase, the memory moves

from the hippocampus to its

permanent home in the cortex. 

When a memory is consciously

retrieved to be experienced and

strengthened anew and every

time a memory is recalled it's

essentially relived. 

When an experience or

sensation is initially captured and

temporarily laid down as a short-

term pattern in the

hippocampus. 

A natural process that gets rid of

unimportant things that fill our

senses all day long, like the stuff

you ignored on the supermarket

shelves to the right and left of

the fruit loops you picked up and

put in your cart.



Types of Memory

Visual memory is a form of memory that preserves the

characteristics of our visual experience. We are able to place

in memory visual information, which resembles objects,

places, animals, or people in a mental image. 

Verbal memory is a rather broad concept that refers to

memory for verbally presented information. 

Spatial memory is a form of memory responsible for the

recording of information about one's environment and spatial

orientation. 



Episodic memory is the memory of autobiography events

(times, location geography, associated emotions, and other

contextual who, what, when, where, why knowledge) that

can be explicitly stated or conjured. It is the collection of

past personal experiences that occurred at a particular time

and place. 

Semantic memory refers to a portion of long-term memory

that processes ideas and concepts that are not drawn from

personal experience. Semantic memory includes things that

are common knowledge, such as the names of colors, the

sounds of letters, the capitals of countries, and other basic

facts acquired over a lifetime.

Procedural memory is a part of the long-term memory that is

responsible for knowing how to do things, also known as

motor skills. As the name implies, procedural memory stores

information on how to perform certain procedures, such as

walking, talking, and riding a bike.



HOW DOES THE BRAIN

RECALL MEMORIES?



In order for us to answer the question, how can we improve

retention, we have to look at the fundamental question of

how the brain recalls memories. Most people refer to memory

as something that they process. However, the expression “I

lost my memory” is technically incorrect.

Memory doesn’t exist in the same way that a part of your

body exists. It is not physically present. Rather it is a concept

of a memory. The brain replays a pattern of neuroactivity

that was originally generated from a response to a particular

event, echoing the brain’s perception of the real event.

The interesting thing is that our memories are not these high

fertility recordings of the events that we might imagine. The

replays of our memories are never quite identical to the

original. Even our most significant memories aren’t perfect

recordings. 

The ones that form the foundation of our life story aren’t

perfect recordings and they can shift and warp over time as

they are mixed with an awareness of the current situation,

new information, and suggestions.

Because of the way memories are encoded and stored

across different types of memories, these memories are

effectively an on-the-fly reconstruction of elements scattered

through the various parts of our brain.

Recalling Memories



The changing nature of

memories may initially look

like a flaw in our memory

systems but the reality is that

this flexibility allows us some

phenomenal superpowers

like making unique

associations between ideas

and memories and having

the future and past somehow

linked in our mind.

When we let our minds wander, we switch back and forth

between remembering and imagining.

During this process, our

minds bring some of our

scattered memory pieces

together with other pieces

to simulate possible futures.

This has many benefits but

most practically it allows us

to troubleshoot and plan for

upcoming experiences and

essentially learn from our

experiences by preparing

for obstacles and imagining

a different future.

It also allows us to make unique connections between concepts

and dream up novel ideas. So, when we look at the memories

and learning, it is important to understand that our memories are

not fixed and change over time. The accuracy of these

memories can be improved by revisiting them and strengthening

the neural pathways regularly.

Without this regular recall, memories can get buried behind the

layers of new information entering our minds and make it harder

to recall.



Live as if you

were to die

tomorrow.

Learn as if

you were to

live forever

 

 

- Mahatma Gandhi  - 

 



HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR

MEMORY



Like many cognitive functions, memory also seems to decline

naturally with age, possibly because regions of the brain

involved in memory shrink, and blood flow slows down with

time. Older memories tend to survive better than newer

memories, and the ability to form new memories can worsen.

So, if grandpa forgets to come to your rehearsal dinner

because he is busy telling the usher his painfully detailed war

story, don't be insulted - this is normal. Memory in elderly

people can be comprised by other factors too, such as

when a decline in hearing makes it harder to hear a new

person's name, or when loneliness or depression dim their

motivation to learn new things. 

Memory Decline



Eat a Brain

Smart Diet

Exercise

Get enough

sleep

How to keep your memory strong

What use is living an awesome life if you can't remember all

the details? Here are some things you can do to keep your

memory function strong as the years go by:



WAYS TO HACK LEARNING



When we look at all of the neuroscience of how the brain

processes and recalls memories and what happens during

learning, there are some fundamental principles that we can

utilize to optimize the learning experience and knowledge

retention. 

6 Ways to Hack Learning

Story

Story acts as a sense-

making device that allows

us to categorise the

information and make it

easier to retrieve.

Place

Neuroscientists have

found that there are cells

in our brains that are

specifically responsive to

time and place and these

play a crucial role in our

learning abilities.



Emotions

When the Hippocampus

evaluates experiences and

memories for importance, one

of the key things that it

identifies is the emotional and

physical component of an

experience.

Spaced Repetition

By spacing repetition out to

reinforce learning, it solidifies the

information in the learner’s long-

term memory structures and

improves learning retention rates

signifying.

Learn by Teaching

Expecting to teach and

teaching can lead to being

more aware of your learning

process, increased use of

strategies, and increased

motivation to learn and lead

to an increased feeling of

competence and autonomy.

Micro Learning

This could either be small

learning units or short-term

learning activities.



5 WAYS TO HACK

MEMORY



A memory system that evolved in the natural animal world

isn't always the perfect tool for remembering the trivial

details of our modern digital civilization. But you can

leverage your natural assets by converting what you need to

remember into something your brain knows how to

remember.

5 Memory Hacks



Chat to our team!

info@yellowseed.co.za 011 475 5393 www.yellowseed.co.za

Thank you for taking the time to read this

eBook. 

 

For more in-depth assistance on the topic,

contact Yellow Seed at

info@yellowseed.com
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